99 chevy transfer case

There are a few things that you can see and hear that can indicate a transfer case problem.
Transfer case repair can be expensive. Replacement can be even more so. It is best not to
ignore the symptoms of transfer case issues. The function of a transfer case is to direct the
power coming from the transmission to the rear wheels all the time, and the front wheels when
the driver decides they need the extra traction. One of the most typical problems with a transfer
case is failure to engage. When this occurs it can indicate a problem with the transfer case. It
can also be caused by a few other things. Try stopping the vehicle and choosing which range
you would like. If this is the case you are going to need to take it into a shop or repair it. Often
our ears are the sense that helps us diagnose signs of any vehicular problem. A grinding noise
can be indicative of a failing transfer case. If this seems like the case. It may very well be low on
lubricant. Please check and fill as soon as possible. Leaving your transfer case without
lubricant is a sure recipe for disaster. Please see below. One of the most common symptoms of
transfer case problems is leaking fluid. The parts are packed into it so tightly that they have
been known to wear a hole right through it. Clearly, without any fluid in there, the problem will
go from bad to worse. Without lubrication, the parts in the transfer case will quickly burn up. It
would be smart to take it in and have someone repair it if this is the case. A sure sign that the
transfer case is failing is when there is difficulty shifting with it engaged. Noisy When Transfer
Case Engaged Often our ears are the sense that helps us diagnose signs of any vehicular
problem. Leaking Lubricant One of the most common symptoms of transfer case problems is
leaking fluid. Trouble Shifting A sure sign that the transfer case is failing is when there is
difficulty shifting with it engaged. Top excellent rebuilt Silverado and Heavy Duty transfer cases
saving your cash! With one of the best guarantees in the business in addition to expert
technical help, you are able to count on Proven Force for that specific parts you require! Proven
Force an industry leading car re-builder of 4 wheel drive transfer cases, as well as provider for
light, medium cars and trucks over 38 years. You will find the complete collection of vehicle
products that we offer at Rebuilt Silverado Chevrolet Transfer Cases are available for through
model years. All in question elements are swapped out. These kinds of parts are changed using
brand-new parts which include: bearings, races, seals, chain, fork inserts in addition to
bushings. All possible upgrades are included in to the units throughout the building process, all
units are pressure and spin tested by experienced automotive professionals. You'll get a 1
calendar year, absolutely no hassle ensure that you can be confident, additionally a fast
reimbursement of the core deposit. We offer a wide range of New Process transfer case rebuilt
units and shift motors for the following Silverado Chevrolet Models:. Previous to placing any
order for your replacement Silverado Chevrolet transfer case its vital that you check out the rear
of the existing transfer case on an identification tag see example down below. The label
provides the actual model no. We must have the assembly number at time of the order it can
make sure that you receive a direct drop in replacement unit. You'll employ existing yokes and
switches from you old unit whenever exchanging the particular transfer case. Benefit from our
knowledge when replacing your Silverado Chevrolet Transfer Case. You can expect Free
Technical support phone Call and speak with a professional, planning a repair or performance
upgrade, allow us to help save some cash. The Installation Service Center offers repair shop
solutions with qualified and properly trained mechanics to help with maintaining your car or
truck in very best running order. We can easily replace your current transfer case for you, or
supply a direct drop in replacement unit sent to your home or business street address. Center
Bearing-4 Subaru Toyota Volvo. Use WordPress? Please enable JavaScript to view. Silverado
Silverado HD. We hope this information can help you determine which transfer case you need
and any upgrades that might be available. We hope this might help in identifying the transfer
case found on your G. Contact us today with any questions about your transfer case needs. Use
your off road vehicle wisely. We replace all bearings, seals, fork pads, viscous when the unit
has them and chains chains are Morse and only Morse chains. Each Transfer Case is unique
and specific to the vehicle. These numbers are critical in determining the exact transfer case for
your vehicle. With the front output drop on the driver side. This unit has a 27 spline front output
and utilizes a rear slip yoke. This unit has a couple of problems, it utilizes a viscous coupler
clutch system that can fail. One way to recognize this failure mode is clicking sounds when
turning on dry asphalt or concrete surfaces. Viscous coupler failure is attributed to excessive
heat build up. Once you have a hole in the case fluid will be lost and the case will fail. It is also
seen in the Chevy Astro Van from and up. Cadillac Escalade Ext. Chevy pickups and vans from
The NP was has a left side drop output and a low gear ratio of 2. This unit has 2WD and 4wd,
combination of 2 high, 4 high, neutral and 4 low. Utilizes a 27 spline front output and a rear slip
yoke. The New Process NP transfer case is one of the most common manually operated transfer
cases found in all domestic 4x4s except Fords. The NP case, like the , is a found in S-series
vehicle applications. Having an aluminum case and being driven by a chain. The NP can have

issues with case failure caused by the oil pump housing wearing a hole in the case Another
problem associated with the NP transfer case is input and or output bearing wobble wearing out
the case. Run 4WD only on loose dirt, snow, mud, sand or grass. Chevrolet started using this
transfer case in models. The NP is a solid, reliable transfer case and superior to the NP it
replaced. But as they age, the drivechain can stretch. Also, the synthetic pads on the shift forks
wear, causing intermittent problems when the forks do not stay in their intended position.
Offered with both passenger and driver side front outputs. Input spline counts from 23 to
Versions were built for mechanical speedometer cables and for electronic vehicle speed
sensors. That is New Process, also known as New Venture. This system signals an electronic
motor mounted to the transfer case to shift the transfer case, rather than a shift lever with
mechanical linkage. These transfer cases are part time four wheel drive electric shift. The NP
case may seem identical to its previous model, the , it has the added feature of being more
compatible with more engine sizes than ever before. Chevy , , truck and Van. The NP is chain
driven, 4WD with manual shift. Left side drop output and has a low gear ratio of 2. Has a
combination of 2 high, 4 high, neutral and 4 low. Some pickups are supplied with heavy duty HD
and extreme heavy duty XHD heavy duty version with wider chains, sprockets and HD planetary.
A better option is to replace the rear case with the new design. Another problem associated with
the NP transfer case is input and or output bearing wobble wearing out the case. The NP is a
chain driven electric shift and part time transfer case. The output is on the driver-side with
center rear output. The XHD unit is supplied with most diesel versions, the HD version has a 6
pinion planet and utilizes a 1. The NP has a couple of design problems, the oil pump can wear a
hole in the rear case half. We recommend using the upgraded rear case. The second problem is
caused by heat build up, failure of the shift forks causing the plastic pads to melt and damage
the range shift hub and sometimes cause shaft damage. Get the replacement transfer case
upgrade d heavy aluminum rear case that fixes inherent weaknesses built into OEM original
equipment manufacturer transfer cases that came with the vehicle you have. If your vehicle has
one of the listed models, your transfer case may end up with oil leaks. Skip to content. TNT
Transfer Case. Re-manufactured Transfer Cases. GM NP Transfer case. Close Menu. Evolution
Driveline Transfer Cases, like all brand products, are remanufactured to meet or exceed OEM
specifications for quality, fit, and performance. Every transfer case they sell passes a
comprehensive battery of tests on their computerized test center. They recreate actual driving
conditions and analyze performance before the product even leaves the factory, so you can buy
with confidence. No matter whether you're doing basic repairs and maintenance, modifying
your car's street appeal and performance, or adding high-tech lighting and electronics, our
great selection of brand name products and knowledgeable associates will ensure success with
all your automotive projects. We offer the finest and widest variety of automotive parts and
accessories using state-of-the-art technologies, and employ the most dedicated and creative
team members. These individuals focus on exceeding expectations of customers who want the
exact component at the best price in the quickest time. Our goal is to provide a WOW
experience during every customer interact
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ion. Whatever you need, whether it's a replacement part to fix a broken down vehicle, a crash
part to repair a vehicle from an accident, perhaps a new set of custom wheels and tires, or
something to make it flashy or faster, lifted or lowered, we will be your one-stop shop. We fulfill
our mission daily with enthusiasm and optimism, learning from our ongoing opportunities and
successes. We enjoy a modern yet tricked out work atmosphere while ensuring a true learning
environment to develop our people. All rights reserved. Authorized Dealer:. Lowest Prices. On
the go Daily Deals. Guaranteed Fitment. Always the correct part. In-House Experts. We know our
products. Our Newsletter:. Product Details. All manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions,
used in our images and text are used solely for identification purposes only. It is neither
inferred nor implied that any item sold by CARiD is a product authorized by or in any way
connected with any vehicle manufacturers displayed on this page.

